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Representation of GaP formation by a reduced order surface kinetics
model using p-polarized reflectance measurements
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This contribution presents results on the parameter estimation of rate constants and optical response
factors in a reduced order surface kinetics~ROSK! model, which has been developed to describe the
decomposition kinetics of the organometallic precursors involved and their incorporation into the
film deposition. As a real-time characterization technique, we appliedp-polarized reflectance
spectroscopy~PRS! during low temperature growth of epitaxial GaP heterostructures on Si~001!
substrates by pulsed chemical beam epitaxy. The high surface sensitivity of PRS allows us to follow
alterations in the composition and thickness of the surface reaction layer as they are encountered
during periodic precursor supply. Linkage of the PRS response to the ROSK model provides the
base for the parameter estimation of the reduced order surface kinetics model, giving insights into
the organometallic precursor decomposition and growth kinetics. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~99!07713-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low pressure deposition methods, such as chem
beam epitaxy~CBE! and plasma enhanced chemical vap
deposition, play an important role in the manufacturing
nanostructure devices and advanced ultralarge-scale inte
tion ~ULSI! processing, respectively. Some areas of inte
are novel quantum well electronic devices, improved den
ties of integrated electronic devices, methods of improv
the control of epitaxial deposition to realize these devic
the efficacy of resonant tunneling devices with respect
speed and reduced power, and demonstrated technique
monolithic and hybrid integration of devices based on g
lium arsenide~GaAs!, indium phosphide~InP!,1 and silicon.2

Key targets in III-V compound/silicon heterostructures a
the understanding and control of defect formation as wel
the interactions and propagation of defects during la
stages of compound heteroepitaxy growth. These are
mately linked to the understanding and control of the kine
of heteroepitaxy, which in turn is closely related to the s
face structure that depends on both the reconstruction an
nature and distribution of defects in the epitaxial film. Ho
ever, progress in understanding and controlling thin fi
growth has been very slow, because little is known ab
chemical reaction pathways and reaction kinetics parame
during the decomposition process of metalorganic~MO! pre-
cursors. Furthermore, stringent tolerances in the enginee
of advanced optoelectronic integrated circuits with respec
controlled thickness and composition of ultrathin layers
quire the development of monitoring and control techniqu
that follow the deposition process with submonolayer re

a!Electronic mail: scbeeler@eos.ncsu.edu
b!Electronic mail: ndietz@unity.ncsu.edu
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lution. These demands led to the development of surfa
sensitive real-time optical sensors3 that are able to move the
monitoring and control point close to the point where t
growth occurs, which in a chemical beam epitaxy proces
the surface reaction layer, which is built up by physisorb
and chemisorbed precursor fragments between the amb
and the film interface.

Applying optical probe techniques to real-time chara
terization of thin film growth carries with it the challenge o
relating surface chemistry processes that drive the gro
process to growth/film properties, such as composition,
stantaneous growth rate or structural layer quality. As illu
trated in Fig. 1, in deposition four primary regions are i
volved. Presently most characterization techniques are ai
towards accurately measuring ambient process parame
such as pressure, flux or temperature, since numerous pr
are available to provide a relatively detailed assessmen
the ambient. This strategy is clearly limited in its capabil
to deal with complex nonlinear surface chemistry process
where the surface plays an integral role in the precursor
composition pathways and small changes in the amb
composition can affect the growth substantially.

During the last few years, we developed and explo
p-polarized reflectance spectroscopy~PRS!4–6 as a highly
surface-sensitive sensing technique, which allows us to
low the surface reaction kinetics under steady-state gro
conditions. Utilizing this knowledge, we presently are e
ploring its application towards closed-loop control of dep
sition processes at low pressure~PCBE!.7

First, in Sec. II we will give a brief background on th
experimental growth and monitoring conditions and sh
results obtained by PRS during real-time characterization
heteroepitaxial growth of GaP on Si substrates. In Sec. III
introduce the model used to simulate the PRS measurem
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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We describe there the link of the PR response to the sim
tion parameters accessible through the reduced order su
kinetics ~ROSK! model, which has been developed to d
scribe the decomposition kinetics of the involved organom
tallic precursors.7 The process of identifying these param
eters is explained in Sec. IV, and in Sec. V the results of
parameter identification are analyzed. The knowledge ga
from the ROSK model allows us to establish and valid
surface reaction kinetics parameters, thus advancing our
derstanding of fundamental chemistry processes in thin
growth processes using organometallic precursors. Fin
our concluding remarks are contained in Sec. VI.

FIG. 2. ~a! Setup of the PCBE system for III-V compound semiconduc
growth; ~b! schematic setup of growth monitoring by PRS, LLS and qu
rupole mass spectroscopy~QMS!.

FIG. 1. The four primary regions involved in deposition are~1! the ambient;
~2! the surface reaction layer, which consists of species physisorbe
chemisorbed to the surface in dynamic equilibrium with both ambient
surface;~3! the surface itself; and~4! the near-surface region that can b
defined as consisting of the outermost several atomic layers of the fabric
sample.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

For monitoring both the bulk and surface properties d
ing heteroepitaxial GaP growth on Si, PRS has been in
grated into a pulsed CBE~PCBE! system schematically
shown in Fig. 2~a!. In PCBE, the surface of the substrate
exposed to pulsed ballistic beams of@~C4H9!PH2# ~TBP! and
@Ga~C2H5!3# ~TEG! at typically 350–450 °C to accomplis
nucleation and overgrowth of the silicon by an epitaxial G
film. For PRS and laser light scattering~LLS! we employ
p-polarized light beams at two angles of incidence~PR70:
w571.5° and PR75:w575.2°) using the wavelengthl
5632.8 nm and Glan-Thompson prisms, as illustrated in F
2~b!. Further details on the experimental conditions are giv
in previous publications.4–17

During the preconditioning period, the PR signa
change according to the temperature dependence of the
strate dielectric function. The PR signals are used to ve
independent temperature measurements and to calibrat
actual surface temperature. A constant flow of palladium
rified H2 ~10 sccm! is introduced into the growth chambe
during the preconditioning as well as during the growth p
riod. The background pressure in the growth system is,1
31029 Torr and it increases to 531025 Torr during pre-
growth and to 231024 Torr during growth.

Figure 3 shows the PR and LLS signals during h
eroepitaxial growth of GaP on Si~001!. After initiating
growth at 1200 s, minima and maxima are observed in
time evolution of the PR signals due to interference pheno
ena as the film grows. It should be noted that the maxima
minima of the two signals are inverted, which is due to t
fact that one angle of incidence~PR75! is above—and the
other ~PR70! below—the pseudo-Brewster angle of th
growing film. Superimposed on the interference oscillatio
of the reflectance is a fine structure that is strongly correla
to the time sequence of the supply of precursors emplo
during the steady-state growth conditions. The two insets
Fig. 3 show enlargements of the fine structure evolutions
30 s of growth for PR75 and PR70, respectively.

For the surface reaction kinetics analysis and the vali
tion of simulations performed using the ROSK model p

-

or
d

ted

FIG. 3. Monitoring of heteroepitaxial GaP growth under PCBE growth co
ditions by PRS and LLS. The insets show enlargements of the PR respo
to periodically modulated SRL composition and thickness during pul
precursor supply.
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sented later in the article, we varied two experimental para
eters: ~i! the position of the TEG pulse of 300 ms leng
within the precursor cycle sequence and~ii ! the TEG flow
rate. One growth condition was carried and monitored fo
least one and a half interference oscillations in order to
stable steady-state growth and to gather sufficient infor
tion to analyze and simulate the growth process.

The correlation of the fine structure evolution with th
pulsing sequence of the precursor supply is shown in m
detail in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the PR response is taken dur
steady-state growth on a rising flank of an interference frin
using a pulse cycle sequence of 3 s, a TBP pulse from 0.
0.8 s, a TEG pulse from 1.3 to 1.6 s and continuous hyd
gen flow during the complete sequence. In the first se
experiments, the flow rates and pulse durations of TBP~800
ms at 0.907 sccm, starting at 0.0 s! and TEG~300 ms at 0.04
sccm! were kept constant and only the start position of

FIG. 5. PR75 responses for various TEG positions within a cycle seque
The TBP exposure time, position and flux were kept constant. The flux
surface exposure time to TEG were constant; only the start point~marked by
an arrow! was changed. The TEG positions used were in steps of 0.2 s
~1! 0.9 to 1.2 up to~8! 2.3 to 2.6 s.

FIG. 4. PR75 response to periodic exposure of growth surface to TBP
TEG precursor pulses, taken at the rising flank of an interference fringe.
total cycle time is 3 s with TPB pulses from 0 to 0.8 s and TEG pulses fro
1.3 to 1.6 s.
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TEG pulse was varied from 0.9 to 2.3 s. The effect on
fine structure evolution is shown in Fig. 5, where the start
point of the TEG pulse is marked by an arrow. This influen
of TEG pulse position on the PR response will be explain
more fully in Sec. V. For comparison, all PR responses
taken at the same intensity/reflectance level on a rising fl
of an interference oscillation. We note that the expos
times as well as the precursor fluxes are identical for e
trace shown in Fig. 5.

In the second set of experiments, the changes in sur
reaction kinetics and growth are evaluated for TBP:TE
flow ratios between 18 and 30. Figure 6 shows the PR
LLS signals during heteroepitaxial growth of GaP on Si~001!
for three TEG flow settings of 0.05, 0.04 and 0.03 sccm, w
a TBP pulse of 0.0–0.8 s~at 0.907 sccm! and a TEG pulse of
1.3–1.6 s, in a pulse cycle sequence of 3 s. With decrea
TEG flow, the spacing of the interference oscillations wide
according to the reduced growth rate. More details includ
comparisons with the results of simulations are given in S
V.

III. MODELING OF PRS RESULTS

We represent the structure of the chemical vapor de
sition of a growing heteroepitaxial film with a four-laye
medium model consisting of~1! ambient,~2! a surface reac-
tion layer~SRL!, ~3! film and~4! substrate. We consider her
GaP film growth on a Si substrate. The complex reflectiv
coefficient forp-polarized incident light, given a four-laye
stack, is18

r p5
r 12~11r 23r 34e

22ib3!1~r 231r 34e
22ib3!e22ib2

~11r 23r 34e
22ib3!1r 12~r 231r 34e

22ib3!e22ib2
, ~3.1!

where the Fresnel coefficientsr k(k11) (k51, 2, and 3! for
interfaces 1-2, 2-3, and 3-4 are given by19

r k~k11!5
ek11Aek2e1 sin2 f12ekAek112e1 sin2 f1

ek11Aek2e1 sin2 f11ekAek112e1 sin2 f1

, ~3.2!

and the phase shiftsbk for the SRL (k52) and the growing
film (k53) are given by

e.
d

m

FIG. 6. PRS and LLS responses during heteroepitaxial GaP growth u
PCBE growth, where at the positions marked the flow rate of TEG w
changed, thus maintaining the pulse switching pattern for the supplied
cursors.
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bk5
2p

l
dkAek2e1 sin2 f1. ~3.3!

Using Eqs.~3.1!–~3.3!, the reflectivity coefficientr p is a
function of d2 and d3 ~the thicknesses of the SRL and th
film, respectively!, e1 , e2 , e3 ande4 ~the complex dielectric
functions of the ambient, SRL, film and substrate, resp
tively!, and f1 and l. Here,f1 denotes the angle of inci
dence andl is the wavelength of the impinging laser light8

The values ofe1 , e3 , e4 , f1 andl are constant in time
but e2 , d2 andd3 vary in time as the film grows and the SR
composition and thickness change. To understand how t
values change, we need a representative model of the ch
cal kinetics of the SRL, which approximates the pyrolysis
the primary source molecules and has been discussed in
tail elsewhere.20–22 For TBP and TEG as source vapo
forming GaP, we employed a ROSK7 model. The ROSK
model makes the simplifying assumption that the many
actions which make up the TBP pyrolysis are combined i
one step, the reactions which make up the TEG decomp
tion are combined into two steps, and the formation of G
is one final step. The process is driven by a periodic sou
vapor cycle as described in Sec. V.

Thus the kinetic model representing the SRL reaction
given by the following system of ordinary differential equ
tions:

d

dt
n1~ t !5S1~ t !2k1n1~ t !2kGaPn1~ t !n3~ t !, ~3.4!

d

dt
n2~ t !5S2~ t !2k2n2~ t !2k3n2~ t !, ~3.5!

d

dt
n3~ t !5k3n2~ t !2k4n3~ t !2kGaPn1~ t !n3~ t !, ~3.6!

d

dt
n4~ t !5kGaPn1~ t !n3~ t !. ~3.7!

The variablesn1 , n2 andn3 represent the number of mole
of the components of the SRL: active surface phospho
fragments, diethylgallium~DEG!, and monoethylgallium
~MEG! and active gallium fragments, respectively. In E
~3.4! the change in active phosphorus fragments is written
a sum of a source termS1 , a desorption loss term2k1n1 and
a reaction term forming GaP. The second equation, Eq.~3.5!,
which describes the defragmentation of TEG, contain
source termS2 , a desorption loss term2k2n2 and a term of
decomposition into MEG and active gallium fragmen
Equation~3.6! ~change in MEG and active surface galliu
fragments! has a term of creation, a desorption loss term a
a reaction term forming GaP. The fourth variable,n4 , Eq.
~3.7!, represents the numbers of moles of created GaP i
grated into the deposited GaP film layer. This equation c
tains only the single reaction term for the formation of G
from active surface Ga and P and has to also account for
surface activation processes.

The source terms in the differential equations are ba
on the source vapor pulses. More specifically, we mode
the source terms by the following expression:
c-
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S1~ t !5
P1~ t !gbTBP

VTBP
, ~3.8!

whereP1(t) is the source vapor flow rate.VTBP is the molar
volume of TBP and the constantbTBP is the sticking coeffi-
cient of TBP. The geometrical parameterg represents how
much of the source vapors actually hits the surface of
wafer ~a constant dependent on the structure of the reac!.
Similarly, the second source term is represented by

S2~ t !5
P2~ t !gbTEG

VTEG
, ~3.9!

with correspondingP2(t), VTEG and bTEG for the TEG
pulse, and the same constantg. For each source term we ar
using a constant flow rate between the start and stop ti
~and zero flow elsewhere!, as described in Sec. II. There is
small time difference between the switching on~or off! of
the pulse and the start~or stop! of the source vapors at th
surface. This is caused by the time needed for the sou
vapor gates to open or close and for the vapors to trave
the surface. We account for it with a parameterdelay, so that
for a source vapor pulse set to start atton and stop attoff , the
source vapors will actually reach the surface starting atton

1delay and stopping attoff1delay. The delay was estimate
to be 0.72 s using a parameter identification process tha
described in Sec. IV.

The system of differential equations~3.4!–~3.7!, to-
gether with the source terms, Eqs.~3.8! and~3.9!, and appro-
priate initial conditions, can be solved numerically for th
number of molesn1 , n2 , n3 andn4 . From these solutions
the film and SRL thicknesses are found by the followi
equations:

d3~ t !5
VGaP

A
n4~ t !, ~3.10!

d2~ t !5
aSRL

A
@V1n1~ t !1V2n2~ t !1V3n3~ t !#, ~3.11!

and the effective dielectric function of the SRL is given b

e2~ t !511F n1~ t !

(k51
3 nk~ t !

F11
n2~ t !

(k51
3 nk~ t !

F21
n3~ t !

(k51
3 nk~ t !

F3G ,
~3.12!

which is derived from the Sellmeier equation.23 In the above
three equations,A is the surface area of the wafer, the valu
Vk are the molar volumes of the componentsnk , andVGaPis
the molar volume of GaP. The parametersFk are the optical
responses of the components of the SRL andaSRL is an
effective SRL thickness parameter representing the perc
age of the SRL that contributes to the reflectance behav
With the values of the temporal dependent parameterse2 , d2

and d3 found by Eqs.~3.10!–~3.12!, and with the constan
parameterse1 , e3 , e4 , f1 andl, the reflectivity coefficient
r p can be computed from Eqs.~3.1!–~3.3!. Fromr p , we then
find the value that is actually measured in the experiments
computing the reflectanceRp5ur pu2.

In the equations described here in Sec. III,f1 ,l,
e1 ,V1 ,V2 ,V3 ,VGaP,VTBP,VTEG,A,b1 ,b2 ,aSRL, all start/
stop times, and flow rates contributing toP1 and P2 are
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known quantities. The values of the dielectric functionse3

and e4 , the rate constantsk1 , k2 , k3 , k4 and kGaP, the
optical responsesF1 , F2 andF3 , the geometrical paramete
g, anddelayare not known. Our work in Secs. IV and V is t
find values of these parameters so that the mathema
model most closely matches experimental results.

IV. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM

Here we formulate the inverse least squares prob
used to find the set of parameters with which the results
the mathematical model of the reflectance~described in Sec
III ! match most closely with the experimental data. Mo
specifically, we are looking for the vector of parametersqW
5(F1 ,F2 ,F3 ,k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,k4 ,kGaP,g,delay) that minimizes
the following cost function:

J~qW !5A(
i

~Rexpt~ t i !2Rcalc~ t i ,qW !!2. ~4.1!

HereRexpt(ti) is the experimental data set at the measurem
timest i andRcalc(t i ,qW ) is the simulation results calculated
the same times using the parameter setqW .

We do not includee3 ande4 in qW , because larger num
bers of parameters make the minimization process incr
ingly difficult. We can remove these two parameters fro
the above parameter estimation problem by formulatin
separate but simpler estimation problem. In particular,
use a three-layer stack as a simpler model of the grow
film: removing the SRL from consideration leaves just t
ambient, the film and substrate layers. The formula for c
culating the reflectance for a three-layer stack analyticall
given by

r 3,p5
r 131r 34e

22ib3

11r 13r 34e
22ib3

, ~4.2!

where r 13 and r 34 are Fresnel coefficients for the reflectio
from interfaces 1-3 and 3-4~now that layer 2 is removed!,
and the phase shiftb3 is for the film layer. These values ar
calculated by formulas analogous to Eqs.~3.2! and ~3.3!.

To compare results from this formula with experimen
results, we first remove the effects of the SRL from the
perimental data by removing the small-amplitude fine str
ture oscillations modulated with the precursor cycle from
large-amplitude interference oscillations, which have a p
odicity of several hundreds of seconds. In order to rem
the fine structure, first the curves on either side of the d
forming an envelope around it must be found. The exp
mental version of the three-layer stack reflectance is t
found by switching from one side of the envelope to t
other where the fine structure ‘‘turns’’ from positive to neg
tive ~from adding to the three-layer stack reflectance to s
tracting from it! or vice versa. This orientation of the fin
structure is cyclical with the interference oscillations, eith
turning twice per oscillation or else not turning at all,
which case there is no switching between envelope si
Figure 7 shows this extraction of the three-layer reflecta
out of the experimental data near a turning point. The thr
layer reflectance plus the minimal influence from the S
during a cycle is shown on one side of the data~switching
al
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sides at the turning point!, while the other side represents th
three-layer stack plus the maximal influence from the S
during the cycle.

With this method of extracting the experimental thre
layer stack reflectanceR3,expt, we can identify the parameter
e3 ande4 , as well as an average growth rateĝr ~used to find
the film thickness at timest i), by comparing the calculated
reflectanceR3,calc5ur 3,pu2 from Eq. ~4.2! to R3,expt. This is
done also through an inverse least squares formulation
finding rW5(e3 ,e4 ,ĝr) that minimizes the cost function

J~rW !5A(
i

~R3,expt~ t i !2R3,calc~ t i ,rW !!2. ~4.3!

Once the values ofe3 ande4 are found, they can be used i
solving the four-layer stack parameter identification probl
to find the unknown parametersF1 ,F2 ,F3 ,k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,
k4 ,kGaP,g, anddelay.

V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Comparing measurements taken with the TEG pulse
sition varied while all other conditions are fixed~see, e.g.,
the fine structure shown in Fig. 5! reveals several importan
characteristics in the fine structure. We will explain the
features and show how the mathematical simulation of
growth process, using the reduced order surface kine
model, replicates these features.

Looking at the fine structure~in the PR75 data!, the most
noticeable change with the TEG pulse position variation
the starting position of the downward slope~near the arrows
marked in the Fig. 5! which is present in every data set b
moves to later in the cycle as the TEG pulse moves to late
the cycle. This start of the downward slope, which is the o
feature so dependent on the TEG pulse placement, cle
relates to the source TEG, the subsequent TEG defragm
tation and active gallium attachment on the surface.

In contrast, the starting position of the upward slope
the fine structure remains in the same place shortly after
start of the cycle, independent of the TEG pulse position
can be related to the source TBP exposure, its defragme
tion and the formation of active phosphorus on the surfa

FIG. 7. Extraction of envelope reflectance spectra from PR75 data by
moving the fine structure, shown near a turning point.
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Both starting positions are delayed by approximately 0.7
after the start of the pulses. This delay is due to the ti
needed to open the source vapor gates and the time fo
vapors to travel to the surface, as noted in the descriptio
the model.

The same upward and downward slopes and delay c
acteristics can be seen in Fig. 8, where the fine struc
evolutions of the simulated data are compared at the s
points as the experimental data in Fig. 5. The gap betw
the downward and upward slopes can be analyzed by the
width at half maximum~FWHM!, defined by the width be-
tween times on the downward and upward slopes with va
halfway between the maximum and minimum reflectan
during that cycle. Figure 9 illustrates how this width shrin
as the TEG pulse is moved toward the end of the cycle
closer to the next TBP pulse. This change, in both the

FIG. 8. Simulated PR75 responses for various TEG positions within a c
sequence, with the rest of the source cycle properties kept constant. T
properties and the location shown match those of the experimental da
Fig. 5. The changed TEG starting point is marked by an arrow.

FIG. 9. Properties of the PR responses as affected by the TEG start pos
~a! average film growth rate;~b! amplitude of the fine structures in Figs.
and 8; and~c! FWHM of the fine structures.
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perimental and calculated data, follows the pulse posit
nearly linearly.

The fine structure amplitude~the difference between th
maximum and minimum reflectance over a cycle! also
changes slightly but clearly with the change in TEG pu
position. As shown in Fig. 9, the amplitude is largest f
TEG pulses near the middle of the range used. This can
explained as a result of the closeness of the TEG and T
pulses. If the TEG is input soon after the TBP, there will
a large GaP formation reaction, leaving little or no acti
gallium to carry over to the next cycle. If the TEG comes
very late in the cycle, right before the next TBP pulse, th
may not be time for decomposition of all the TEG to galliu
to occur before GaP formation with the incoming pho
phorus starts. With a more central TEG pulse, the ph
phorus and gallium will each have the time to build up on t
surface, in turn creating more extreme changes in the S
thickness and composition and therefore larger fine struc
amplitude.

Note that this analysis of the fine structure is at a spec
place on the interference oscillations, fairly high on a risi
flank. Other places, particularly on the other side of a turn
point, will have different characteristics~for example, the
TEG pulse may result in a jump upward and the TBP pu
in a jump downward!.

One larger-scale feature of the reflectance data we
look at is the average film growth rate for the various TE
pulse positions, shown in Fig. 9. The general downwa
slope can be explained in terms of the closeness of the
pulses. As the TEG pulse moves later in the cycle away fr
the TBP pulse there is less phosphorus to react with, so t
is more active gallium left on the surface to be lost via d
sorption. The TEG pulse positions nearest the start of
cycle seem to be too close to the TBP pulse for the fas
growth rate however. The incoming TEG and its defragm
tation products may be partially blocked from the availab
active phosphorus in the SRL by TBP that failed to sti
and/or desorbed phosphorus that is sitting loose on the
face.

Another large-scale characteristic feature of the data
is the position of~or complete lack of! turning points in the
fine structure. These come in pairs for every interferen
oscillation or not at all, as discussed in Sec. IV~with a clo-
seup of a turning point in Fig. 7!. The turning point positions
can be characterized by the derivative of the reflectance.
overall derivative amplitude is related to the periodic thic
ness changes in the SRL. This amplitude is minimized at
turning points, where the fine structure amplitude is smal
and so the reflectance curve least steep. Figure 10 show
close match between the experimental and calculated de
tive amplitudes and turning point positions. In earli
works,5,6 we showed that the locations of these turning poi
change as a function of the SRL dielectric properties. T
good agreement shown in Fig. 10 indicates that the S
dielectric properties were obtained correctly.

The measurements taken with the TEG pulse posit
fixed but the flow rate varied also correspond to what
expected. Examples of the fine structure~again for PR75! for
the three TEG flow rates are shown in Fig. 11 for both e
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perimental data and simulated data. In contrast with
variation of the pulse position, here the shape of the fi
structure remains the same, since the shape of the so
vapor cycle is the same. The positions of changes in
slope remain constant due to the constant position of
TEG pulse. The amplitude of the fine structure does chan
since as the TEG flow rate increases there will be more
lium deposited in the SRL, and this will cause a larger eff
in the reflectance. Larger TEG flow also results in a mu

FIG. 10. Characterization of the fine structure envelope using the first
rivative of the reflectance spectrum. For comparison, the experimental
simulated reflectance spectra with their~numerical! first derivatives are
shown~TEG pulse is 1.3–1.6 s!. The simulated reflectance spectrum lies
top of the experimental spectrum and is not shown for clarity.

FIG. 11. Experimental and simulated PR75 responses for various
fluxes under steady-state growth conditions. The TBP exposure time,
tion and flux were kept constant, as were the surface exposure time
pulse position for TEG. The TEG fluxes used were~1! 0.05,~2! 0.04 and~3!
0.03 sccm.
e
e
rce
e
e
e,
l-
t
h

faster film growth rate, which causes steeper large-sc
curves as seen in Fig. 11 and faster interference oscillat
as seen in Fig. 6. Both the experimental and simulated d
sets show these characteristics and both results agree
each other extremely well.

The steps in the generation of a set of simulated d
which were used to compare against experimental data
sented in Fig. 3 are shown in detail in Fig. 12 for a TE
pulse of 1.3–1.6 s~and a TBP pulse of 0.0–0.8 s!. The three
SRL components are the result of the source pulses
ROSK model simulation. From the SRL components,
SRL thickness and dielectric function are found. These v
ues then contribute to the calculated reflectance. Figure
shows how the arrival of gallium in the SRL causes t
downward slope in the fine structure and how the arrival
phosphorus causes the upward slope. The good fit of
simulated fine structure to the experimental data as show
Fig. 12 will also hold for the rest of the interference oscill
tions. This is illustrated in Fig. 10, where the reflectan
derivatives match, as the actual reflectance curves m
~and the fine structure amplitudes and turning points a
agree!. The closeness of the fit and the correlation of t
significant features discussed above support the RO
model of the growth process and its effects on the reflecta
measurements.

An important aspect of the behavior of the SRL kineti
which can be seen in Fig. 12 is the difference betwee
phosphorus- and gallium-terminated surface at the end
cycle sequence. We had at first expected a phospho
terminated surface at the end of each cycle sequence t

e-
nd

G
si-
nd

FIG. 12. Contributions of parts of the model to the simulated reflectance~a!
source vapor fluxes,~b! number of moles of the three SRL components,~c!
SRL thickness, and~d! SRL effective dielectric function real and imaginar
parts. These result in~e! simulated PR response, showing experimental
ting measurements~for TEG 1.3–1.6 s!.
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where the TEG pulse is almost completely used up thro
desorption or formation of GaP, leaving some phosphoru
the SRL at the start of the next pulse cycle. However, sim
lated reflectance data with this type of behavior could no
the experimental data. Instead, a set of parameters w
resulted in a gallium-terminated surface~where the TEG
pulse is not all used up at the end of the cycle time, leav
an amount of gallium in the SRL being carried over to t
next cycle! gave a much more accurate fit as describ
above.

The data measured at the second angle~PR70! have
structures and features similar to the PR75 data, with
major difference being the inversion of interference osci
tion maxima/minima since the angles are on opposite s
of the pseudo-Brewster angle. Analysis of these meas
ments using the same model results in parameters simila
those found for PR75~which are given below! and a similar
fit of the reflectance data. There are a few noticeable dif
ences between the two, which can be explained by the m
surements being taken with light beams hitting differe
points on the surface. If the growth is somewhat uneven
could cause differences in the parameters in the gro
model when the two data sets are compared.

The values used in the calculations of the model are
follows. The molar volumes used in the minimization pr
cess wereVTBP5128.6 cm3 mol21, VTEG5148 cm3 mol21,
V1517 cm3 mol21, V2513 cm3 mol21, V3511.8
cm3 mol21, andVGaP512.2 cm3 mol21. The sticking coeffi-
cients used werebTBP50.15 andbTEG51.0, and the effec-
tive SRL thickness parameteraSRL50.75. The geometrica
parameterg50.025 was estimated in the minimization pr
cess for a 2 in. diam circular substrate wafer.

The numerical simulations were done using progra
written in MATLAB code. The differential equations wer
solved numerically by the built-in function ‘‘ode23,’’ an
adaptive mesh and low order Runge-Kutta method, and
optimization problem was solved using either a Nelder-Me
algorithm24–26or a Hooke-Jeeves procedure.24 We estimated
the following parameters by averaging the results of in
pendent best fits of experimental data sets when the T
position and TEG flow were varied. The preliminary thre
layer stack problem resulted ine3510.6020.06i and e4

515.8220.27i . Using these, the parameter estimation
sults from the four-layer stack model gave the following p
rameter values: rate constants ofk153.31 s21, k2

51.55 s21, k352.14 s21, k450.052 s21 and kGaP

52.0 mol21 s21; optical responses ofF1513.4620.13i , F2

513.5620.0i and F3519.36211.02i . These parameter
produce an average SRL dielectric function of 16.8224.47i
and an average film growth rate of 0.365 Å/s. An earl
study on the decomposition kinetics of TEG, analyzing
PR responses to a TEG exposure after grow
interruptions,12 gave rate constants ofk350.4 s21 and kGaP

50.24 s21. The higher value forkGaPwas expected since n
thermally activated hydrogen was employed to the grow
surface and the flow rates were lowered by a factor of ab
2 in our experiments.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a reduced order surface kinetic mo
using generalized reaction rate parameters to describe
decomposition kinetics of the organometallic precursors T
and TEG used during heteroepitaxial growth of GaP on
The set of coupled differential equations that describe
surface reaction kinetics provide information about the d
namics of molar concentrations of precursor fragme
stored in the surface reaction layer and their incorporat
into the underlying growing film. We fitted sets of exper
mental data using this model to identify the unknown para
eters involved in the surface kinetics and their effect on
PR measurements. The results showed that the mathema
model can be used to effectively predict the large- and sm
scale features of the experimental data and to model
deposition process. However, a validation of the predic
surface reaction layer constituents and their concentrati
as computed by the ROSK model, will require the develo
ment of highly surface-sensitive, molecular specific diagn
tic techniques that allow analysis of the dynamics in the S
under steady-state growth. For this, the application of PRS
the infrared wavelength regime, using tunable laser sour
has been proposed.
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